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CRITICISM: A CHAPTER
IN AMERICAN CRITICISM

Literature and Revolution, translated in 192 5, Leon Trotsky wrote: lOA work of art should, in the first place, be judged
by its own law, that is, the law of art. But Marxism a~one can
e~plain why and how a given tendency in art has originated in a
given period 'in history; who it was wHo made a demand for such
an artistic form and not for another, and why..• :' Certainly it
would be most unlikely that any critic could explain in economic
terms why Virginia Woolf chose to write lyric in lieu of strict
plot stories, why the sonnet is rarely written as successfully in the
twentieth as in the seventeenth century, or why most modern
poetr.y is much more highly stylized than eighteenth century
poetry. Similarly it would be most unlikely that a critic could explain solely in economic and class terms why Antony and Cleopatra and Twelfth Night were written, when they were written,
for what particular audience, and why the audience demanded
those particular fo~s.
. Form is an ambiguous term, but even if we limit it t<;J mean the
creation of a character like Malvolio, forced to recognize his place
in order to satisfy the aristocratic audience, we have no assurance
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that the groundlings did not ~e him as the aggressive.. humorless
opponent of easy living, a type as offensive in the ranks of· iron
mongers or joume~enas in the households of the wealthy. The
infiuence of economics on form means even less if by form we
mean the qualities of suspense and the techniques employed to
, create it; metrical patterns; the degree of imagination evideiitin
the imagery of various eras; the pace of the action; or the tone.
Trotsky is saying on the one hand that art 'has its own laws but
denying that it does by insisting that economic forces dictate the
.origins or beginnings of a form. To insist that dassor audience
dictates the form is also to say that a literary genius is merely a
highly complex and delicate mechanism responding to the economic weather of his age. Sainte-Beuve's insistenc~, in criticizing
Taine, that a writer oPerates as a free agent inside the forces presented to him by his milieu is even more applicable as a criticism
of economic determinism, a single aSPeCt of milieu. Few; critics,
not even such a stalwart as Emma Goldman, got down to cases in
relating economic forces to literary form, despite the frequency
with which they appealed to the "r~ality" of the economic interpretation of history.
.
Only- in the late thirties, when the results of',equating literary
worth~ith the writer's advocacy of social and economic reform
were all too evident, was there a general awareness that Marx had
not at all times insisted on a strict linking of economics and litera...
ture. In fact, he had said: u ••• certain Periods of highest develop.,
ment of art stand in no direct connection with the general development of society, nor with the material basis and the skeleton
structure of its organ~zation." But Lenin had written: "Down
with SUPermen-litterateurs...• Literature Irlust become a component part of the organized, planned, unified Socialist party
work." Economic determinism had a fairly extensive career
among the writers of American history, however, and it is quite
. understan~ble that certain critics would
to borrow it. Ap.,
parently the first of these was, surprisingly.. Brander MattheWs.·
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He wrote "The Economic Interpretation of Literary History,"
Gateways to Literature (1912), in order to suggest ways in which
Professor Seligman's economic interpretation of history could
be applied to the study of literature.
Matthews acknowledges at the start that the "Hero and HeroWorship" approach of Carlyle, that great men dominate their
epoch, seems much more relevant to literature than to history.
"It may be that the American Revolution would have run its
course successfully even if Washington had never been bom,and
that the Civil War would have ended as it did even if Lincoln had
died at its beginning; but English literature would be very different if there had been no Shakspere, and French literature
would be very different if there had been no Moliere.·' There are
none the less ways in which a writer is affected by the economic
situation in which he finds himself. In every age, for example.
most writers devote themselves to the literary form that is most
popular and therefore most profitable. "This is what accounts for
the richness of drama in England under Queen Elizabeth. for the
vogue of the essay under Queen Anne. and for the immense expansion of the novel under Queen Victoria." Matthews says there
are four motives which inspire literature-accomplishment of an
immediate end. self-expression, fame and money. Sometimes all
four combine. but the most insistent is the need for money.
WHether one agrees with this latter '~tatement or not. it is dear
that the desire for money is more relevant to the sociology of the
writer than to literature as an art.
The problem can be seen more explicitly in the following ~~
amples quoted by Matthews:
Adistinguisht British art critic has asserted that the luxuriance of Tudor architecture is due directly to the introduction of root-aops into
England. That is to say. the turnip enabled the sheep-farmers to carry
their cattle thru the winter; and as the climate of the British Isles
favors sheep raising. the creation of a winter food-supply immediately
made possible the expansion of the wool trade, whereby large fortunes
<.:.-
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were soon accumulated, the men thus enricht expending the surPlus
promptly in stately and sumptuous residences.
'

Matthews admits that the economic factor here is not a direct
cause of the architecture. It is not a cause of the architecture' as
architecture in ~y sense at all. Taiile's formula of race, moment
and milieu would be relevant because tfte climate and ideals Qf a
people would,suggest the design. But most important of all is the
presence of an artist capable of creating a design that catches, if it
does, the multiple significances suggested by the spirit of the place
and the people. Econ~mics is relevant to literary criticism only
where one can show that the nature and formsofa workhave been
designed to satisfy a particular audience (coterie, court or popular) , that its character is what it is Pardy because of the audience
the author had in,mind in creating it.
Joel Spingarn, in an unpublished lecture giv~n at the New
School in the spring of 1931, offered the following objection when
the theory of economic det~sm, was at its height. Spingarn
said that since 1848, when Marx and Engels stated theirmaterialistic conception of history, i'all historical study has been dominated by the idea of economic causes:' Then he proceeds to illustrate
his point:
The trouble with American art and literature is that America is
too much absorbed in business. This is a commercial country. Therefore we have no art or very poor art and literature. Very good. •.• But
let us turn to medieval Italy and the bourgeois commercial cities of
Italy, [which,] absorbed with business far more paSsionately thaD we,
produced Dante. In one case busi~ess was the catIse of no art; in the
other case business was the cause of the greatest art.

He concludes the lecture by saying that moral and religipus forces
are the generative forces in history. He illustrates the point by
recalling that Mohammed preached ~ narrow and powerful doctrine to the Arabs, "a small petty tribe in a desert surrounded by
desert," who were so moved by it that they spread the religion of
Islam from the whole of North Africa to the center of Asia "and

J
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except for a mischance would have conquered Europe:,' Marx,
and Lenin became new Mohammeds. Why, Spingam asks ironi·
cally, did "some external cause make them into Mohammeds
when the causes that were at work in Russia for centuries and under a different religion and a different philosophy had produced
nothing?" (Bliss Perry to a similar end had quoted Fisher Ames
on the climate-ellvironment theory in relation to Greek"literature: "The figs are as fine as ever, but where are the Pindars?")
That Spingam was not saying that the external conditions had no
relation to the generating forces of morality and religion, is implied in his concluding statement: uAllllie is a process of th~ inner urge of men acting on the external conditions. And history is
the unity pf the condition and the urge. It is not the condition, it
is not the urge; it is the unity of the condition and the urge."
Marxist criticism in the twenties had few practition~s and was
uninfluential. It may be that most critics, even socialists, did not
believe that political theory and literature were inextricably interrelated. The isolation of art theories of the nineteenth century
had not encouraged such a feeling. Max Eastman as editor of the
. Masses or the Liberator could write about poetry without reference to politics. His later, works, Artists in Uniform (1934) and
Art and the Life of Action (1934), were protests against a statecontrolled lit~rature. Eastman's thesis in The Literary Mind,
(1931) was that, not being knowledge, literature could not compete with science, that is, with "the inexorable advance of a more
disciplined study of man." Therefore he was not prepared to take
literature as seriously as the Communists were taking iL And his
fellow editor, Floyd Dell, seemed more mterested in psychoanalysis than in politics. Not until Michael Gold began to edit the
New Masses in 1928 was there a criticism explicidy Marxist. Gold
wrote, often quite movingly, about the New York poor. He was
concerned merely with promoting Communism and although he
knew very litde about esthetic theory he kneW a great deal about
arousing sympathy for the working classes. Joseph Freeman, on
\
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the other hand, ~ Voices of Octobet: t~30) and as an editor of
Proletarian Literature in the United States (1935) , tried to make
, Marxist criticism acceptable intellec<ually. He acknowledged
that much' of the proletariat art 'was Ptetty bad, even admitting
that· the writer did not 'have to belong, as Edwin Seaver had
claimed, to the Party. It was necessary however for the writer to
- identify himself with the Proletariat; having done tllis, he could
"grow in in$ight and power with the growth of the American
working class world now beginning to tread its historic path toward the new world:' The extent to which the war of the classes
dietated the value ~critic could put on a writer is suggested by
this passage on Spender as ~ radical written by Edwin Berry Burgum for Proletarian Literature:
The poet seeks to escape pessimism by discovering the old aristocratic virtues in the lower classes. and 'especially. it should be noted,
in their leaders. The great men in one of his most characteristic poems.
like his old time aristocrats. Spender describes as bom of the sun,
travelling a shan while toward the sun. and leaving the vivid air
signed with thek honor. Now in all likelihood. honor can be translated into a Communistic virtue. though it will remain a term of
dangerQus connotations. '. ..
William Phillips and Philip Rahv.· editors of the PO/ftisan Review, in their contributions to the same volum~;uttered a warning
that was not widely accepted: "In criticism the 'leftist' substitutes
gush on the one hand, and invective on the other. for analysis; and
it is not difficult to see that to some of these critics Marxism is not
a science but a sentiment:'
But "leftism" was so much a part of the intellectual.atmosphere
that many critics, in and out of the Party. admired or disapproved
of writers almost exclusively on the grounds of their political sen- -'
tiJnents. Four of the most influential of these were V. F. Calverton,
Vernon L. Parrington. Granville Hicks 'and Bernard Smith. In
Calverton·s Modern Quarterly (later Modern Monthly) Marxist
• see also Philip Rahv. "Proletarian Literature: An Autopsy," Southern Review.
Winter,19S9·
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principles dictated esthetic principles. The language experiments
of a Joyce, Elioi or Cummings were held to be misguided because
language should be employed for "sOcial communication," and
literature to be of any value must "attain a social beautycommensurate with radical vision and aspiration:~ His The Newer Spirit
(1925) is a plea for literature that serves a social function. Calverton's thesis in The Liberation of American Literature (1932)
is that the decay of the middle class is behind the pessimism and
the confused value of modern literature. Equal suffrage, equal
opportunity, and freedo~ of thought are "myths:' "Middle class
culture driven to a deception in its economic defense, justifying
exploitation as a virtue and competition as a sign of progress,
translated the contradiction of its economic life into, every form
of human endeavor." The literature of such a society has inevitably reflected its deceptions. Only today, with the breakdown of
the middle class, when no one can believe any longer in its idealism, "are we able to appreciate the catastrophic extent to which
human thought and-impulse were sold out to the burgher:' The
future belongs not to the "bourgeois individualist" but to $e
."proletarian collectivist:' Calverton then cites a group of novelists and critics ,vho r~ognize the need for an alli~ce not with the
"acquisitive" capitalist but with the "intellectual" and "imaginative" proletariat. The premise is that all cultural expressions have
_their source in an economic order, but even if one ~ould accept
, the rigours and simplicity of such a theory it would seem unnecessary to attribute virtue exclusively to the proletariat and vice to
the middle class.
Vernon L. Parrington's Main Currents in American Thought,
appearing in 1927 and 1930, treated American literature almost
entirely in political and economic terms. E. H. Eby, writing the
introduction to the third volume after Partington's death, said
that three principles explain the method of the study: Taine's
theory, economic determinism, and the equating of American
o
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thoughtwith American literature. "When heenvisaged American
literature as American thought, the· trammel of the belletristic
was broken and he was free to re-evaluate American writers.•••
The eco~omic forces imprint their mar~ upon political, social,
and religious institutions; literature. expresses the result in its
thought contento" These principles gave Partington a m.ethod
whereby he could be "true to the fatU," and his liberalism gave
him the position and point of view in terms of which the facts
could be evaluated.
..
In the introduction to the first volume Partington had written:
"The point of view from which I haveeildeavored to evaluate the
materials is liberal rather than conservative, Jeffersonian rather
than Federalistic; and very likely in my search I have found what
I went forth to find, as others have discovered what they were
searching foro"
In "A Chapter in American Liberalism," an essay justifying th~
work of his own generation, Parrington made very clear what his
intellectual origins and allegiances were. Members of that gen~
tion "were brought up in a ~eat age of liberalism-an age worthy
to stand beside the golden forties of last century [sic]-and they
.went to school to excellent teachers. Darwin, Spencer, Mill, Karl
Marx, Haeckel, Taine, William James, Henry George, were)Ilasters of which no school in any age need feel ashamed." Partington
was sympathetic with the entire tradition associated with the Enlightenment, but his favorite talisman was economic deteniJinism. The sacred'books were J. Allen Smith's The Spirit of American Government (1907) and Charles A. Beard's An Economic
Interpretation of the Constitution (1913). It was unnecessary to
go to Karl Marx because the doctrine had "shaped the conclusions
of Madison and Hamilton and John AdaIns,~andit reappeared in
the arguments ~f Webst~r and Calhoun." The equalitarian doc;.
trines of the French are Utreache~ousromanticism," ~ut economic
determinism is "sober reality." Americans have confused the
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Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, forgetting
that one is, u a classical statement of French humanitarian democracy,)he other an organic law designed to safeguard the minority
under republican rule:" Pa:mngton did not explain how eco-~-_-JlOIDJ~deteoninismj~ cOQsistent with "the liberal's faith" in the
rise of the proletariat, hfs own Jeffersonian democracy, but he
said that, beginning with Wilson's administration, this faith had
proved justified. Nor did he explain in specific instances just how
a given literary work was the product of economic forces. The
truth would seem to be that Parrington's system, social and ec0nomic determinism, was another form of scientism~ and that he
himself was a romantic of the type he claimed to deplore.
Granville Hicks, during his term as a Communist, was a spokesman for Party-line literature. In :'The Crisis in Criticism" (1933),
an article in the.New Masses, he laid down the rules for the "Per\ feet Marxian novel:" It must "directly or indirecdy show the effects of the class struggle," "make t1.J.e reader feel he is partiripating in the lives described," and through its point o~ view make it
clear that the author belongs to ..the vanguard of the proletariat.'"
Like Parrington, Hicks had to equate the valuable parts of the
American literary tradition with an acceptable political and social
view. The Great Tradition (1933) eridswith thissumm~:
What stirs us in Emerson is his confidence in the common man, his
courageous appeal for action, his faith in the future. He and Thoreau
were rebels against the shams and oppressions of their day. They used
the language of their times, the language of individualism, but they
spoke for all the oppressed, and some of :their words remain a call to
arms. Whitman felt deeply his kinship with the workers and farmers
and caught a glimpse of the collective society. Howells, James, and
Mark Twain shrank in their various ways from the cupidity of the
gilded age, and Howells, teaching himself to dUnk in terms of a new
social order, tried, however feebly, to create, in imagination and fact,
a better world. Garland and Norris denounced oppression; Herrick
and Phillips worked for reform; Sinclair and London called them~
selves socialists.

l
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It is· significant that Hawthome,· Melville, Emily Dickin:son~
Henry Adams, Stephen C~e and Edith Wharton apparently de;» _
not belong to the great tradition.
Bernard Smith's Forces ~n American Criticism· (1939) was also
in the Partington tradition but militandyMarxist. In his chapter on twentieth century criticism he explains why Marxist criticism is superior to impressionist and expressionist criticism: .
The Marxist thesiS may be brie.fty stated as follows: a work of literature :reHects its author's adjustment to ,society. To determine the
character and value of the work we must· therefore,e among· other
things, understand and have an opinion about the social forces that
produced the ideology it expresses,as an attitude toward life. Marxism enables us to understan,d those forces by expl~g the dialec~cal
relationship of a culture to an econoIllY and of that culture to the
classes which exist in that economy. At the same time, by revealing the. aeative role of the proletariat in establishing a communist SC?ciety,
which alone can realize universal peace and well-being, Marxism offers a scale of value. Moral as well as political judgments follow from
that thesis-and they include a condemnation of the boUrgeois sexual
code, of woman's traditional place in .the community, and of the accepted relative prestige of labor and unproductive leisure. Of immediate significance to the aitic is the conception of realitY from which
the thesis is evolved and which the thesis defines.

Pb-rington, caught in his thesis that American literature is a contest between Hamiltonian federalism and Jeffersonian democracy, was forced to say that ~e Puritans can be understood in p0litical terms. Other students :0£ Puritanism have not felt that
"liberalisms aplenty" is the "inner core of Puritanism:' Smith too
was caught in his thesis that "social significance'" is also literary
significance. A victini of the doctrinaire nature of most Ameri~
Marxist criticism, he was forced, as Morton D. Zabel put it, into _
a "crudity of sympathy, that keeps him in petty fear of admitting
'beauty' •.. as the proper concern of any serious artist; of sensibility as a critical instrumeni of infinitely greater importance •••
than popUlar or political passions:'
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Panington, Hicks and Smith employed only economic and s0cial criteria and ignored, ridiculed or disallowed the reputations
built on standards of artistry. Thus Parrington on Poe: "The
problem of Poe, fascinating as it is, lies quite outside the mam
current of American thought, and it may be left with the psychologist and the belletrist with whom it belongs." On Hawthorne:
"He was the exU"emeand finest expression of the refined aliena~ from reality that in the end palsied the creative mind of New
England:' On james: "In his subtle psychological inquiries, he
remained shut up within his own skull-pan:' Hiqts doesn't know
\/ where to place Poe as a part of th~ American heritage, but Smith
attacks him as a virginia aristocrat. Hicks is also uneasy with
james, finally criti~izing his failure to show the ~eader the source of income of his characters. Smith is contemptuous of james, finding him a snob, tory, above the hard social realities of his age. The
three critics are harsh with the writer who does not concern himserIf directly with the social, eCQnomic and political problems of
his own day. Melville is alienated from his society and strangely
preoccupied with evil, Emily Dickinson could not come to terms·
with her own. age, Twain too infrequently concerned himself with the social movements of his time, Mrs. Wharton's looking
backward to the 1870'S for her subject is a retreat. Any writer'
with traditional values, religious sympathies or belief is probably
a coward or a hypocrite. Thus Hicks on Eliot: "We ~ed not ask
how so melodramatic a skeptic can accept the dogmas of AngIic~
ism, or what so intelligent an observer can expect from the King
of England, or why so resolute an experimenter should affirm his
allegiance to the laws of ancient art." Any form of conservatism is
unquestionably bad. EIlen Glasgow'S liking for good breeding'
makes her an "apologist," james' concern with the morality of
good manners is mere snobbery, and Hawthorne's preoccupation
with evil the dealing with shadow[.'
James T. Farrell's A Note on Literary Criticism (i936), written by an "amateur Marxist," is a criticism of some of the over-
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simplifications of Hicks, Gold, and others. The underlying principlein the essay is that no single emphasis can serve to exhaust
the values and meanings in a literary work; however important
the political may be, it.does not ,preclude other emphases, the psychological, the moral, the biographical, or the esthetic. The emphasis on economic determinism and the coming victory of the
proletariat had also caused Marxist novelists and dramatists to
insist on a very restricted meaning for the word· real. This is the
curtain speech from. Clifford Odets' Paradise Lost (1935): No! There is more to life than this! Everything he said is true, but
there is more\. That was the past, but there is a future. Now we know.
We dare to understand. Tnily, truly, the past was a dreain. But this
is real! To know. from pus that something must be dOJ:le. That is real.
We searched; we were confused! But we searched. and now the search
is ended. For the truth has found us. For the first time in our livesfor the first time our house haS a real foundation. . • .
~

.-

To reduce all the cultural problems of the twentieth century, to.
an econoIQic base, Farrell said, forces the writer to divide theworld into warring classes. the bourgeoisie who represent decay
and death, the proletariat who represent lffeand growth; to avoid
bourgeois subject matter as decadent. especially that centering in
personal relationships; to be indifferent to style, structure and the
logic of events. because of the need to propagandize for the new
- world order. Literature thus divides neatly into four classifications: bourgeois or decadent, proletarian, that is, with "Marxian
insight," exposure, showing the evils of the present social order,
and revolutionary, teaching strikers and farmers how to organize.
Certain other critics. although agreeing with Farrell that in
their fervor most of the Marxist writers had been great simplifiers,
insisted that the American writer had to ally himself with the proletariat. Newton Arvin wrote Whitman (1938) because lithe
clearet tt becomes that the next inevitable step in human-history
is the establishment of a socialist order, the more interested every
man becomes in scanning the work of writers and artists in the
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recent past for whatever resources there may be -in it on 'which a .Socialist culture may draw." In the Partisan Review (May, 1936)
Horace Gregory could point to die absurdity of C. Day Lewis'
line, ClWatersof the world unite," but could also add that the,poet
in the thirtieS was under an obligation to instruct CIa bitter, faithless, rotting social organism, a post-War world:' Ro~t Cantwell could write in the Symposium Qanuary, 1938) a highly perceptive essay about the society of Henry James in order to compare it with the society of the proletarian novelist, concluding
". with this sentence: "To Make My Bread, in turn, with its weaknesses, gives a new sqeaning
to the term, 'beginning ofa tradition,'
.,
while the works of Henry James so richly and fully illustrate what
is meant by the end of one:' Malcolm Cowley in Exile's Return
(1934) and in many reviews for the New Republic also insisted
on the writer's responsibility. to society~ Cowley knew that the
exiled writer was likely to have the virtue of inwardness and
depth in his work which the collectivist-minded writer, emphasizing the "impotence of individuals caught in the rip tides of history," would lack. Cowley would' not acknowledge with John
Dos Passos that the individual to avoid damnation had to oppose
society or the world; a new and better society is possible and if
we are "for the moment a beaten nation~ the fight is not over:'
There was also a controversy over the failure of modern authors to write optimistically and affirmatively about America. Archibald MacLeish in TMtt lrresponsibles (1940), Van Wyck
Brooks in The Opinions of Oliver A:Ilston (1941) and Bernard
De Voto in The Literary Fallacy (1944) accused Eliot, Pound,
Faulkner, Hemingway, Lewis, as well as Proust and Joyce, of failing to support the democratic order. The primary question, why
- is modem art what it is, seemed not to concern these critics.
The point of view in Axel's Castle (193yY, which opened Edmund Wilson's care~a critic, exhibits a conflict similar to that
of Dos Passos, whether a writer should serve his art or hjs age. The
highly individualized art of Symbolism, in defiance of the authori-
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ty of science and naturalism, had given us the art of Yeats, Valery,
Eliot, Proust and Joyce, our most impressive wnters. nui was this
enough? "The question begins to press us again as to .whether it
is possible to make a practical success of human society, and
whether, if we continue to fail, a few masterpieces, however profound or noble, will be able to make life worth living even for
the few people in a position to enjoy them." WIlson suggested
therefore that we need another type of artist,' closer tQWells and
Shaw than to Yeat30r Proust, presumably writers who would help
promote a better society. Wilson was overlooking w~~ Yeats
knew, that literature is a world ofdeeply movingand permanently
valuable symbols and insights, not blueprints,for social planning;
that a poet's imagination·canno~ be forced but responds to and
makes luminous whatever quiCkens it. The social consequences
of literature are likely to be indirect.
Wilson's commentaries on politicsand literature tend to be acts
of fa~th in a Marxist social order or sympathetic gestures about
the value to literary criticism in the great in~ights fumishedby ;
Mark and Engels•.In "Marxism and Literature," from The Triple
Thin1eers{1938), we read that under !vIarxism society itself "be-'p
comes the work of art." In "Historical Criticism," a lecture given
in 1940, he lists Michelet, Renan, Sainte-Beuve and Taine as a
school which had interpreted books in terms of their historical
origins, adding the names of Marx and Engels because they had
shoWn the importance of economics in the interpretation of historical phenomena. But his illustration-that Marx once tried to
explain why the poems of Homer were so good when the society
that produced them was so primitive and, from his point of view,
so bad-tells us nothing at all about the way the economic factor
functions in the creation of literature. Wilson has written excellent elucidations of specific works and brilliant ac;counts, especially in The Wound and the Bow (1941) ,pf the p.sychological hurts
of authors like Kipling
. r and Dickens, but, despite his pieties about
the economic interpretation of literature he has written nothing
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in ivhich economics might qe said to explain a work of literature. ' '
Irving Howe has said the mbst admirable part of Wilson's career
has been his "trying to live up to the dictum that, whatever else,
the criticism of literature should not be merely a criticism of
literature:' On the contrary, this has been Wilson's weakness as a
critic. Criticism has itS focal point in the literary work itself.
Literature is not "life" or "reality," it is an imaginative creation
which indirectly can enlarge our understandmg, and improve the
quality of our sensibilities. But when Wilson examines the imagery of John Steinbeck's prose, as he does in The Boys in the Back.
Room (-l941), and proceeds to relate it to Steinbeck's preoccupation With biology, we are able to understand the.values which inform Steinbeck's fiction. In reading this, latter sort of criticism
one,has no reason to feel that Wilson's sense of social urgencies is
looming so large that literature threatens to seem trivial.
Ha!I'Y Levin's widely read essay, "Literature as an Institution"
(1946) , also stresses the social at the expense of the artistic aspects
of literature. Levin grants Taine his ciue but observe~ that Georg
Brandes, the Danish critic, had added a corollary to Taine's
method. "Literature is not only the effect of social causes; it is also
the cause of social effects." Levin also gives attent~on to SainteBeuve's point about the individual writer being able to move
freely, uniquely, inside his race, moment and milieu, but he relates it to another nineteenth century idea, Ferdinand Brunetiere's "evolution of genres," the notion that literary forms evolve,
change and sometimes die off. "The irreducible element of individual talent would seem to play the same role in the evolution
of genres," Levin says~ "that natural ,selection plays in the origin
of species." Levin also makes the important point that conventions, "the necessary differences between art and life" have to be
studied. But he has little faith in the ability of most critics to use
Croce's concept of "expressive form" or Coleridge's "organic
principle" as means of analyzing and evaluating any but acknowlI
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edged masterpieces. For.these forms of criticism he would substitute an "institutional method":
One convenience of the institutional method is that it gives due credit
to the never-ending collaboration between writer and public. It sees
no reason to ignore what is relevant in the psychological prepossessions of the craftsman, and it knows that he is ultimately-to be' judged
by tlle technical resources of his aiftsmanship; but it attains its clearest and most comprehensive scope by centering on his craft-on his
social status and his historical function as participant in a skilled and
a living tradition.

That Levin's emphasis, like Taine'$, makes for a;D extrinsic, a ~
cial view of literature is beyond question. In implying that the
ultimate opinion about the work of a writer is to be determined
only by time, Levin dismisses judicial criticism.
Levin's primary focus is not on the individual work of art but
on its origins and its consequences, its social relationships. With
such an emphasis the work itself tends.to be absorbed into studies
of literary conventions and of milieu. Literature is examined not
so much in terms of what it is as in terms of what it does, where
it came from, and what it relates to. Stuay carried on inside such
a framework moves away from the criticism of literature toward
the sociology of literature.
UnUke most critics strongly concerned with politics, economics
and sociology, Levin appears to have no social platform to promote. Lionel Trilling, on the other hand, is as a critic very much
concerned with understanding and strengthening the liberaldemocratic tradition. As a literary critic he studies th~ cnaracteristics of this tradition as they manifest themselves in art forms. In
Matthew Arnold (1939), E. M. Forster (1943) and The Liberal
Imagination (1950) Trilling has,'for example, frequendy pointed out stereotypes and prejudices that havedeveloped as a part
of this tradition. He finds it unrealistic to believe at ·character
can be reduced to its social origins; he objects t the pseudo-
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science of the notion that those claiming to be "objective" can
somehow avoid judgments, preferences and assumptions; and he
believes it dangerous to stress only one side of our traditi9n, to
stress the Enlightenment at the expense of the romantic movement.
Criticizing the influence of Parrington, he writes: "Parrington
stands at the center of American thought abou~ AmeriCan culture
because, as I say, he expresses the cl,u'onic belief that there exists
an opposition between reality and mind and that one mu!t enlist
in the party of reality." "Manners, Morals and the Novel," for example, shows how this tradition influences the way novels are
written.

[T]he reality we admire tells us that the observation of mannen is
trivial and even malicious, that there are things much more important
for the novel to consider. As a consequence our social sympathies
have indeed· broadened, but in proportion as they have done so we
have lost something of our power of love, .for our novels can never
create characters who truly exist•••• The reviewers of Helen Howe's
novel [These Happy Few] thought its satiric first part, an excellent
satire on the,manners of a'small but significant segment of society,
was ill-natured and unsatisfactory, but they approved the second
part, which is the record of the heroine's self-accusing effort to come
into communication with the great soul of America. Yet it should
have been clear that the satire had its source in a kind of affection~ in
a real community of feeling, and told the truth, while theaecond part,
said to be so "real," was mere abstraction, one more example of o~
. public idea of ourselves and our national life.
.

Trilling in this and other essays is concerned with the SOFial aspects of literature, but it would be wrQng to infer that thi~ means
a lack of concern with the structure of a literary work. Trilling, as
in his examin~tion of deficiencies in character drawing in the latter part of Helen Howe's novel, is showing how social attitudes
affect the very structure of a work. Unlike Trilling, too few ,of the
activist and social critics have had ~s much respect for lit~rature
as an art as they have had for literature as a social instrument.
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